
A Day at School

1. Random Name

2. A Number

3. Noun

4. Noun

5. Noun

6. Noun

7. A Number

8. Noun

9. Noun

10. Noun

11. Noun

12. Verb - Past Tense

13. A Number
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A Day at School

One morning, Random Name woke up on the wrong side of the bed. He usually spins in a circle to bring

his day back to normal, but he was sleepy because he stayed up until a number last night studying for his

always-super-hard Algebra 1 Noun . He dressed, put on his shirt Noun , forgot to brush his

Noun , and ate his toast with Noun . He missed the 7:30 bus, and so he had to take the 8:15 bus,

making him late for school but he had an extra a number minutes to study for his always-super-hard

Algebra Noun . After missing half of first period and landing a detention, he failed his English finals in

second period. He forgot his homework for third period science in first period, and almost feel asleep during his

always-super-hard Algebra Noun in fourth period, it was time for lunch. He didn't get his normal

cheeseburger, but instead he accidentally chose a cup of cold Noun . Him and his lunch got rained on

when he stepped out of the cafeteria because he forgot his Noun . After lunch was fifth period P.E.,

they were running the mile that day, and Bob Verb - Past Tense on the first half of the mile due to a horrible

lunch, and got sent to the office. To end of his day was a cheerful sixth period history with the oldest, slowest,

and most boring history teacher in the world. When he got home he feel asleep trying to do his homework and

woke up at a number . Not knowing why, got in his bed and sleep...
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